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Focused on Student Learning: TeacherLed Learning Labs as Professional
Development
by Erica R. Hamilton, Ph.D., Annie Hammill, Whitney B.
Moore, and Ashley M. Mosley
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Teachers’ learning and professional development
must remain centered on students’ learning and needs
(DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, Many, & Mattos, 2016;
Katz & Dack, 2013; Venables, 2014). Recently, Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner (2017) completed
a review of 35 methodologically rigorous studies that
demonstrated positive correlations between teacher professional development, student outcomes, and teaching
practices. This research resulted in seven characteristics
of effective professional development (Figure 1).
1. Content focused
2. Incorporates active learning, utilizing adult
learning theory
3. Supports collaboration, typically in
job-embedded contexts
4. Uses models and modeling of effective practice
5. Provides coaching and expert support
6. Offers opportunities for feedback and reflection
7. Is of sustained duration

Figure 1. Seven characteristics of effective professional development (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, &
Gardner, 2017).
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Moreover, professional development models centered
on student learning provide educators with opportunities to observe, learn about, examine, and reflect on
effective instruction and student learning outcomes
(Patterson & Tolnay, 2015). One such model is the
learning lab (Sweeney, 2011), which enables teachers
ongoing opportunities to observe peers’ classrooms and
engage in conversations centered on evidence of student
learning. Learning labs also provide opportunities for
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teachers to share and discuss their own teaching as well
as pose questions and ask for feedback tied specifically
to student learning and student learning outcomes.
As educators, we have experienced the power of the
learning lab model (Sweeney, 2011). It is a model of
job-embedded professional development that educators
should consider implementing in their own contexts.
In the following article we share information about
the learning lab model, our experiences participating
in learning labs, as well as helpful resources for those
interested in using learning labs in their contexts. Our
goal is to show how teachers can utilize a job-embedded
learning lab model to actively support and extend all
students’ literacy development and learning.

Model Overview

According to Sweeney (2011), learning labs were
first introduced in the early 1990s and were initially
connected to a network of model classrooms used to
give teachers opportunities to observe and reflect on
high-quality instruction. Over the years, this model
morphed into the learning lab model, focused specifically on students and their learning. Centered on student learning, we find this model most compelling for
teachers’ professional development and growth. It is an
important shift away from teacher isolation and places
an emphasis on teacher observations and conversations
focused on student learning (Sweeney, 2011). Doing so
moves educators toward shared understandings of best
practices; prompts teachers to identify, articulate, and
address specific student learning needs; and challenges
professionals to engage in conversations centered on
student learning.
Utilizing a protocol to guide and support conversations
centered on student-learning, teachers first share their
instructional practices and teaching through real-time
or video-based observations. Then, during the learning
lab itself teachers present evidence of student learning connected to classroom instruction and identify
specific focus areas that guide the conversation. While
engaged in the learning lab, peers interact with one
another through questioning, sharing observations, and
on-going reflection. The power of this model, however,
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is that it is centered on student learning and literacy
development and focuses on questioning and sharing
observations rather than offering strategies and “fix-it”
ideas (Figure 2).
What is a Learning Lab?
• A conversation between educational professionals
that is:
○ Collaborative
○ Focused on evidence of student learning
○ Between host, peers, and facilitator
• Allows educators to choose what to focus on and
be reflective
• Not a “fix-it” or “strategy sharing” session

Figure 2. What is a learning lab?
Moreover, the learning lab protocol is purposefully
attentive to individual teachers’ teaching and learning
needs. It can also be easily utilized across or within
grade levels to support and extend student learning and
achievement.
For our purposes, each learning lab lasted about 40-45
minutes (Table 1). Within the learning lab model, participants took on one of three roles (Figure 3).
Who Participates in a Learning Lab?
3 Key Roles:
• Facilitator: Introduces group norms, keeps discussion on task, provides summary of conversation.
• Host: Provides lesson plan and shares observations,
including what they noticed and what they would
like to focus on.
• Peers: Connected to host’s specific goals/questions,
share noticings, questions, and observations to
prompt host’s thinking, reflection, and assessment
(ideally, 4-7 total).

Figure 3. Learning lab roles.

Before each learning lab it is important for the facilitator to identify and articulate “norms” that guide
the conversation. Our learning lab conversations were
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framed using “Norms for Collaboration.” Identifying
and stating norms at the beginning sets the tone for
the learning lab and establishes clear expectations for
all participants. Additionally, some participants find it
helpful to have pre-identified sentence starters they can
use to elicit others’ thinking and feedback, a resource
we often referred to in our learning lab conversations
(Table 2).
Toll (2006) also offers the resource “Questions for
Gathering Information” (p. 45) to support learning lab conversations that are learner-oriented and
judgement-free. For example, “What does it look like
when….?” and, “Could you tell me more?” Other questions include, “What is the first thing you want to do
to meet this goal?” as well as “How will your students
be different if you meet this goal?”
How something is stated or asked matters. For example, there is a difference between “I noticed you grouped
your students randomly. Why didn’t you group them prior
to the lesson?” compared to “I noticed you grouped your
students randomly, and I wondered what your thinking
behind that decision was. Can you tell me more?” The

first question implies judgment about the host’s lesson
and methods for grouping students, rather than first
seeking to elicit and understand the host’s thinking.
The second question allows the host teacher to articulate their reasoning and thinking. Explaining one’s
thinking helps the host to make their thinking clearer,
or prompts them to reconsider their original choice.
This often prompts additional reflection for everyone
involved. There is a lot of power in asking questions
and remaining curious. Indeed, when participants ask
questions that promote and/or seek to elicit the host’s
thinking and evidence to support their responses, as
well as rationales for why they did what they did, the
conversation is most likely to remain focused on students’ learning. Throughout the conversation, all participants must remember that the goal of the learning
lab is to have a productive and purposeful conversation
focused on student learning.

Learning Labs

Background
Although we knew one another from various connections, our experiences with learning labs first came
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through a required graduate course at Grand Valley
State University taught by Erica during the Fall 2018
semester. All of us have had experiences working in
professional learning communities (PLCs), collaborating with colleagues, engaging in district-supported
professional development, and attending external
workshops/conferences. However, three of us had never
experienced or participated in a learning lab. As a more
experienced other (Vygotsky, 1978), Erica guided our
work using this professional development model. As all
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educators do, we have differing backgrounds, years of
experience, and teaching roles which we bring to our
learning lab conversations (Table 3).
Our Experience: A Learning Lab In-Action
As part of our work together during the fall of 2018,
we had opportunities to host several learning labs.
We planned and taught lessons and video-recorded
each lesson. We then shared videos and evidence of
student learning with peers ahead of our learning lab
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time. Prior to the learning lab conversation, everyone
also read through the lesson plan, including the host’s
reflections about the lesson and observations of student
learning. We also noted what the host wanted to talk
about during the learning lab. Everyone watched the
host’s videos, reviewed the evidence of student work,
and took notes—including observations and questions
to use during the conversation. During each learning
lab, we followed the learning lab protocol (Table 1) and
assumed different roles depending on whether we were
hosting or participating (Figure 3).
To illustrate the power of this model, we highlight one
learning lab conversation Annie hosted, connected
to a lesson she planned for her third-grade students
who were learning about character traits. Throughout
the semester, Annie taught various units to help her
students with their reading skills. In November, they
were working on a character trait unit which encouraged students to think deeply about the main characters
in a story and how these characters’ actions change the
story’s outcome.

During the lesson Annie planned and video-recorded,
students looked specifically at the main character of
the story they read to identify character traits. Using a
mentor text (Gallagher, 2014) with a main character,
Annie modeled how to identify a main character’s traits
throughout the story. Using a model of gradual release
of responsibility (Fisher & Frey, 2014), Annie then
assigned students to groups of three, and they read a
story together. After reading their story and using the
character trait list they had been given during their
writing time, students worked with their group members to come up with three character traits associated
with their story’s main character.
During this lesson, as she observed and listened in to
group conversations, Annie noticed that students were
identifying how the character felt at certain points in
the story rather than identifying actual traits. Although
she didn’t come to this realization until she watched her
teaching video afterwards, when she taught this lesson
Annie quickly moved into “fix-it” mode to get students
to focus specifically on a character’s traits rather than
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the character’s feelings. When she watched her video,
she noticed she was doing most of the work and
thinking for her students. This was when Annie decided
she wanted her learning lab to focus on how she could
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work on her questioning skills to elicit her students’
critical thinking rather than do the students’ thinking
for them. She brought this observation and desire to
the learning lab she hosted. Committed to our “Norms
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for Collaboration,” Annie’s peers shared specific observations and, most importantly, posed open-ended,
purposeful questions to prompt Annie’s thinking about
how she might further support and elicit her students’
critical thinking skills. The questions in Table 4 and
Annie’s responses to them are taken verbatim from the
full transcript of the learning lab and reflect how this
model challenged and supported Annie’s thinking and
learning as well as her peers’ capacity and skills for eliciting thinking without trying to “fix” something.

the answers right away. Reflecting on this learning lab
conversation, Annie later shared:
With the help of our group, I now know that it’s
ok to let them go in the wrong direction as long as
I note what they need help figuring out, address it,
then let them come back and see where they might
need to change things up. This was huge for me
since I notice myself doing this a lot.
Annie then continued,

Rather than relying on a new strategy or her peers
simply telling her what to do and why, the questions
Annie’s peers asked her were specific to her goal of
eliciting her students’ critical thinking and, at the same
time, addressed her desire to stop “fixing” things. These
questions also prompted Annie to generate ideas and
next steps.
As this learning lab continued, Annie’s peers pushed
her to articulate why she often felt compelled to “fix”
students’ answers when they were wrong or, in this case,
mistaking a character’s feeling for a character trait. In
fact, based on a set of questions her peers asked, Annie
had an important “ah ha!” moment as she realized that
in some instances, it might actually work better if she
used more questions to elicit her students’ thinking
rather than immediately correcting or “fixing” their
responses. And, rather than offer a “fix-it strategy,”
one peer’s question prompted Annie to think about
strategies she could use to support her students’ critical
thinking skills, which she was able to do (Table 5).
As with all learning labs, at the end of this learning
lab the facilitator (Erica) provided an overview of the
conversation as well as a review of what Annie planned
to do moving forward. Then, everyone had a chance
to capture reflections and learning connected to the
conversation. As a result of hosting this learning lab,
Annie went back to her classroom and started purposefully asking her students questions to promote deeper
thinking. She also started giving herself permission to
allow students to have the wrong answer, knowing that
it can be beneficial for students to go back and revise
their work rather than having the teacher give them

I am planning on putting various prompts on my
clipboard like, Can you tell me more about that?
How do you know that? Where did you find that?
With these prompts I can still have my students be
doing the thinking rather than me giving them the
answers!
Noticing this tendency, Annie shared her teaching and
students’ work so that she could think more about
this. As a result of engaging in this learning lab, Annie
started (and still continues) to intentionally let her
students take more control of their thinking and learning, which challenges them to be critical thinkers who
reflect and analyze their own work and thinking.
Next Steps: Recommendations
First, it is important to keep in mind that learning
labs are not intended to be a part of a formal teacher
evaluation process. Instead, learning labs are intended
to support educators’ professional development (Sweeney, 2011). So, how does one go about using learning
labs to develop professionally? A good first step is to
have conversations with peers and administrators about
learning labs to gather interest. Ideally, to support all
teachers’ learning and growth, learning labs could be
used district wide. However, to be successfully implemented, learning labs do not need to start out as a large
initiative. Instead, it might make more sense to first use
the learning lab model informally with a small group of
peers.
Then, consider conducting a shortened learning lab
focused on student work samples, using the Norms
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for Collaboration and Sentence Starters to guide and
support the conversation. Afterwards, have a debriefing
conversation about how it went. Consider asking the
following questions: What went well? Is there a need
for more clarification? What could have gone differently?
What questions do people have? What did we learn? Using
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this data, what next steps can we take to support students’
learning? After the discussions, make adjustments
accordingly. Then try it again, this time using the full
learning lab protocol and, most importantly, don’t give
up. Trying to be helpful, teachers are often quick to
offer strategies and “fix-it” solutions when asked for
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feedback from their peers. While this can be helpful,
it is more powerful if teachers have opportunities to
think about and articulate their pedagogy and practice,
including how these impact students’ learning and what
changes, if any, might need to be made. The learning
lab model directly aligns with Darling-Hammond,
Hyler, and Gardner’s (2017) recommendations (Figure
1). Specifically, the learning lab model is content
focused (i.e., student learning), supports active learning, requires collaboration, draws on models of effective practice, provides coaching and support, embeds
feedback and reflection, and is on-going. The more
educators use this model and practice these types of
conversations, the more comfortable and beneficial they
become.
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Conclusion

Dr. Erica R. Hamilton is a former K-12 teacher and
currently an Associate Professor in the College of
Education at Grand Valley State University. She is committed to supporting K-12 students’ learning through
providing relevant, research-based, and hands-on inservice teacher professional development. Her research
interests include teacher professional development,
preservice teacher education, and place-based education. Dr. Hamilton earned her Ph.D. in Curriculum,
Teaching, and Educational Policy from Michigan State
University. She can be reached at hamilter@gvsu.edu.

The power of learning labs comes from the collaborative conversations about teaching centered on students’
learning, without judgment and “fix-it” ideas. With the
understanding that K-12 professional development is
intended to improve student learning, we found learning labs to be powerful and successful in keeping us
focused on this goal. As we know from our own experiences and research, professionals who use a learning
lab model to attend to students’ learning are better able
to support and attend to learners in their classrooms
(Sweeney, 2011). Therefore, we recommend that—
when and where feasible—teachers consider implementing this job-embedded learning lab model in their
districts, buildings, and/or content areas/grade levels.
Because this model emphasizes continuous improvement, teachers who utilize a learning lab model are
more likely to actively support and extend all students’
literacy development and learning as well as their own.
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